University of California Interlibrary Loan Advisory Group (IAG)
To the Resources Sharing Committee (RSC)
Conference Call July 22, 2004

Present: Charlotte Rubens, UCB; Christine Dechoretz, UCD; Linda Michelle Weinberger, UCI; Bob Freel, UCLA (Chair); Ann Harlow, UCR (Recorder); Barbara Slater, UCSD; Terri Mason, UCSF; Eric Forte, UCSB; Kerry Scott, UCSC; Jennifer Walker, UCSC; Colleen Carlton, SRLF; Jutta Wiemhoff, NRLF; Mary Heath, CDL

AGENDA
1. Approval of April 15, 2004 Minutes
2. Minimizing User Frustration with UC elinks
3. Update on Task Force to Guide VDX Implementation for UC
4. IAG Annual Report/Goals and Objectives for 2004/05
5. Campus Updates

1. Approval of April 15, 2004 Minutes
Punctuation errors noted. Bob Freel will edit and post on the IAG website.

2. Minimizing User Frustration with UC elinks
Bob Freel listed the problems
- Patrons using article databases clicking on UC elinks, connecting to see who owns the journals and from the Melvyl catalog click on Request
- There is no way to request entire volumes of “Shared Collection” journals from the RLFs
- There is no way to request entire volumes of journals
- There is no link from the journal title in Melvyl to add citation information, i.e. template or citation linker format

RSC sent back our proposal for further clarification. Mary Heath had some input as to what was feasible and what could not be done. Sherry Willhite had some language changes that were needed in the document. Mary suggested a smaller group get together to review the proposal. Bob Freel said he would rework the proposal and send it out to Mary Heath, Sherry Willhite and IAG members by the end of next week for all to critique.

3. Update of Task Force to Guide VDX Implementation for UC
Kerry Scott reported that the proposal had gone to RSC on July 15, 2004 and was generally well received. There were a few changes they recommended. RSC suggested a Project Manager and 2 to 3 CDL staff be added to the Task Force. The changes were made to the proposal and it will be sent forward to SOPAG for their meeting on July 23, 2004.
Mary Heath will look into implementing a web software package that will help facilitate the Task Force communication.
4. IAG Annual Report/Goals and Objectives for 2004/05
Bob Freel reported that IAG had been asked to submit an IAG annual report/goals to RSC. Several suggestions for goals were submitted by members. Also it was suggested that the report be placed on the IAG website. Bob Freel will put it out via email for review next week.

5. Other items
   - Finding SRLF Barcode/Accession Number
     Ann Harlow asked if there was a way to view SRLF material in the new UCLA catalog. Colleen Carlton answered that it was not possible yet but hopefully sometime this fall a web based application will be in place that will allow inquiries. It would allow staff to find not only SRLF barcodes but the owning library of the items.

   - ILL Requests when Material is on Reserve
     Barbara Slater asked if other libraries would like her to investigate a solution to requests going forward for locally owned Reserve materials. Requests for materials held locally that are on reserve would be blocked from request. It was agreed that this would be good idea.

IAG next meeting will be “in person” on October 27, 2004 at UCLA.